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Abstract 

We describe a color embedding, SU(3), + SU(3)1 x SU(3)z that is de- 

signed to break electroweak symmetries through top quark condensation. 

The minimal scheme of ref. [l] can be recovered by taking the scale of 

embedding large and fine-tuning the ratio of coupling constants. Models 

of this kind allow computation of the strength of higher dimension oper- 

ators which are found to be small. Perhaps fine-tuning can ultimately br 

avoided in this scheme. 

3 Operated by Unlvsrsilies Research Association Inc. under contract with the United States Department of Energy 
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The symmetry breaking of the standard model may be a dynamical mechanism in- 

volving conventional quark or lepton condensates [1,2,3]. In preliminary experiments 

with this idea one implements a BCS or Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) mechanism in 

which a new fundamental interaction associated with a high energy scale, M, involv- 

ing principally the top quark, is postulated [I]: 

where (ra, b) are color indices and ( ‘) z IS an sum index (to avoid inherent fine- 

tuning this can be generalized to a fourth generation scheme with Majorana neutrino 

interact.ions to elevate the fourth neutrino species, or placed in a supersymmetric 

context [3]). With sufficiently large g2 the interaction of eq.(l) can trigger the forma- 

tion of a low energy condensate, (tt), with the requisite quantum numbers to break 

SU(2) x U(1) + U(1) in the usual way. We are able to derive accurate predictions 

for mtop and for a composite Higgs boson mass, mxigg8, in a fine-tuned version of this 

scheme. These follow from the renormalization group and “compositeness boundary 

conditions” [l, 41. 

This approach has been discussed [5] and recently criticized [6] on the basis of the 

possible occurence of other large coefficient, higher dimension operators that might, 

arbitrarily modify the compositeness conditions. One of the results of the present 

paper is to strengthen the claim that compositeness treated in the manner of &!I) 

is reasonable, and that the &ects of higher dimension operat,ors. calculable in I 116, 

present, class of models; are negligible. We will not, propose a, solution to t;ha tint 

tuning problem in the minimal scheme when m, -;< iIf. However, we briefly corrsidrr 
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applying this scheme with A4 - f,, - 240 GeV, at the end of the paper. 

The interaction of eq.(l) is only an effective description of a more fundamental 

theory. Observe that a Fiera rearrangement of the interaction leads to: 

(7JJ;tRa)i(tAs?lb)’ ----t -t~ir7~~~;)(in7pgh + 0(1/N) 

where N = 3 is the number of colors. This suggests that the new theory may be 

a gauge theory leading to a current-current form of the effective Lagrangian. We 

further note that: (i) the gauge theory must be broken at a scale of order M; (ii) it 

is strongly coupled at the breaking scale; (iii) it involves the color degrees of freedom 

of the top quark (or fourth generation fermions) in a manner analogous to QCD. The 

relevant models will involve the embedding of QCD into some large group G which 

is sensitive to the flavor structure of the standard model [7].’ 

Let us construct a first version of such a theory. We presently seek a gauge 

interaction which leads to a term as in es.(Z) but which, like minimal technicolor, 

will leave the light quarks and leptons massless. A subsequent extension of the theory 

is required to give masses and mixing angles to light fermions, and we do not address 

this potentially problematic issue at present. Therefore, consider a minimal extension 

of the standard model such that at scales p > M, we have U( 1) x .5U(2)~ x SU(3)1 x 

SU(3)2. \V’e assign the usual light quark and lepton fields to representations under 

‘If U(1) can have B nontrivial UV fixed point then a different class of models may be possible alOng 

the lines discussed by Giudice and Raby, [RI, m which top carries an extra, strcng U(1) charge. This 

does not seem to be favored by large-N, since the Fierz rearrangement of a T’(l) current-current, 

interaction v-ill have a term as in q.(l) suppressed by l/A’ 
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cu, dlLi (c, sjL --t (2,3, I) 

(Ye, e)L; (VP, P)L; (G, T)L 4 GG111) 

UR, dtx, CR, SR, bR + (1,3,1) 

eR, PR, TR> (4 + (LLl) (3) 

while the top quark is assigned: 

(6 b)L + (2,1,3); tR + (1,1,3) (4) 

This assignment is not anomaly free, but we can minimally realize all anomaly can- 

cellations provided we introduce the following electroweak singlet quark: 

&?R -+ (1,1,3); QL + (1,371) (5) 

Both QR and QL have weak hypercharge Y = -2/3, hence electric charge Q = -l/3. 

Since we wish to break the symmetry SU(3)1 x SU(3)2 + SU(3), at the scale 

M! we introduce a scalar (Higgs) field @, 4 which transforms as (1,3,3). By a general 

choice of the @ potential a VEV develops of the form: (+) = diag(ICf, M, M). This 

VEV breaks S17(3)~ x SU(3)z to the massless QCD gauge group SU(3), with gluons. 

.4;’ and a residual global SU(3) ’ with degenerate, massive gauge lmsons (“colorons”) 

S,!.’ Q must be given a large enough Dirac mass so t~ha,t it, does not. further influenw 

*It, should be noted, however: that with the given the quantuln numbers of QQ there is an 
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the dynamical symmetry breaking. We invoke a Higgs-Yukawa coupling of the @ field 

to the combination @LQR. Thus, if we take: 

~‘@;Q;QRv + h.c. (6) 

then Q receives a mass of KM. A not-too-restrictive lower bound on n will be 

estimated below. Let the coupling constants of SU(3)1 x SU(3)2 be respectively hl 

and h2. Then the gluon (At) and coloron (Bf) fields are defined by: 

4A = cos BAA - sin 6’B” 10 P + 

A& = sin t4Ac + cos BBf (7) 

where: 

and thus: 

hl cos B = ~3; h2sinB = g3; (8) 

1 
tanb’=hJhz; -=hZ 

d 
‘+$ 

1 2 
(9) 

where g3 is the QCD coupling constant at M. In what follows we envision hz > hl 

and thus cot B >> 1 to select the top quark direction for condensation. The mass of 

intriguing possibility that in extensions of this scheme the (QQ) condensate may form dynamically 

to break SW(S)1 x SU(3)2 + 5’U(3),, so that an explicit + field may not be required. For example, 

if we assign instead (c, 8)~ - (2, 1,3), we find that anomaly cancellation requires the Q be a triplet 

with Y’ = 0. Gauging this triplet with yet another, unbroken SU(3)3 allows a QCD-like chiral 

condensate of the form (QQ) which is (1: ?,3). and the symmetry breaks as described here. This 

model leads to a low energy two-Biggs doublet scheme. 
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the degenerate octet of colorons is given by: 
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ME = (dm) fif = (sin ,“;,, @) M (10) 

The SU(3), current will be the usual QCD current for all quarks while the SU(3)’ 

current (multiplied by its coupling strength) takes the form: 

h:’ = 
AA A* 

gs cot 0 
( 

E& + &+lr + QRY,,~QA 
1 

A* 
+ gs tan 0 6i&bR + b$Qr. t c mpTqi (11) 

where the sum extends over all first and second generation quarks. If h2 >> hl the 

dominant coloron mediated interaction takes the form of eq.(l) provided we identify: 

92 = d cot2 e 
MZ - Mi 

Let us now ask what condition on 0 implies dynamical symmetry breaking through 

the formation of a top condensate. The scale at which the four fermion interaction 

softens to a gauge boson exchange is given by the mass of the coloron MB, and we 

will treat the effective interaction 8s a four-fermion form at all scales p < MB, and 

we will impose a cut-off A on loops in the gap equation of A = 11f~ (the cut-off A can 

be rigorously identified with fife upon comparison of the NJL gap loop with a full 

coloron exchange loop, or upon comparison of the NJL fermion bubble with the full 

box diagram, as shown below). This is an analytical approximation. Ian that we ca.n ill 

principle solve for the exact, la,rge~&. mr(q2). The results we estimate below for t.he 

finit,c correct,ions to the compositeness cortditiom depend upon t,his approximatioll. 
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but we believe that there are no further large corrections that arise if a full mt($) 

expression is used there. Therefore, in this approximation the gap equation can be 

written for the spontaneous formation of the top-condensate [l]: 

mt = mtg~;;;’ [M, - m:log(M:,/mf)] 

The existence of the condensate implies: 

dN cota 0 > 1 
87rZ 

or &M&o&‘> 1 

(13) 

where a3 = gi/4r is the QCD coupling. 

On scales below the MB we expect that the analysis of ref.[l] holds. If MB >> Mw 

then to have an acceptable top mass we must fine-tune 0 so that sa,(MB) cot’8 z 1 

to a high precision. 

It is also crucial that the spectator Q be sufficiently heavy so that a $Q condensate 

does not form (the unbroken custodial SU(2), leads otherwise to potential problems 

with extra unwanted Goldstone bosom, and a vacuum alignment problem which may 

ultimately break U(~)EM). The gap equation for an induced &LQR term is, in the 

presence of MQ@LQR for p < MQ: 

p = p”$;;” [M:, - M;log(M/M;)] 

With fine-tuning, hence the approximate equality of the condition of eq.( 14) in force 

such that eq.(13) has the nontrivial solution, eq.(15) will th en have no solution othrl 

than 11, = 0 for M, >> m, or K > m,/(nf~logI11I~lm,)). Note t,hat, K, need not, bc 

la,rge t.o enforce the decoupling of Q. 
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Here we have neglected the small rotation of the condensate into the other fla- 

vor channels. Light fermion masses are not generated at this stage, since we have 

only spontaneously broken one chiral symmetry. The resulting low energy theory is 

effectively a strongly coupled (Higgs-Yukawa and quartic Higgs couplings) standard 

model near the scale M. 

The model has a prediction for the top quark mass in terms of the electraweak 

scale [l] (as well as a prediction for the mass of the composite scalar Higgs boson). 

In the present case this prediction will be slightly modified relative to the NJL or RC 

results of ref.[l] and we wish to estimate the size of the correction. In the present 

letter we will only briefly describe the full analysis. 

The top mass prediction is controlled by the induced wave-function normalization 

constant, 2x, for the composite Higgs boson [l]. Since the Higgs boson is dynamically 

generated by the theory, 2~ is determined and in principle calculable. In the NJL 

model it follows from the fermion loop diagram of Fig.(l). The full loop takes the 

form, with a momentum cut-off of A: 

Loop = 
ipN 

J1 dx [A’ + ~(1 - z)a(31n(AZ/n2) - z)] 
8x~nLf; 0 (16) 

where: 

p = g,” cot4 8; AZ = mf - z( 1 - 22)s; 5 = (PI + my. (17) 

The first term (A’) contributes to t,hr mass of t,he Higgs boson, but; xtually ca,ncels 

against, t,he tree diagram when the ga.p equation is implemented []~I. Z,i (v.,rL foilon-s 
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from the s dependent term in the loop: 

(18) 

Now, in ref.[l] the definition of ZH that is ultimately employed is given by the 

block spin renormalization group, which differs from the full NJL result above by a 

constant: 

z H RG = & ln(A2/fi2) (19) 

Here p is the renormalization group scale at which ZH is evaluated, and we should 

identify s = -p2 in comparing eq.(18) and eq.(lS). F ram eq.(19) the compositeness 

condition, Z, ---) 0 as ,u + A is inferred. This, in turn, implies that the Higgs-Yukawa 

coupling constant for the top quark behaves as gt(p) --t 00 at the composite scale, 

which leads to the infrared RG fixed point prediction for rr+ in the theory [1,4]. We 

see, however, that there are constant contributions that differ even between the NJL 

result for ZH NJL and the RG result ZH AG: 

1 N 
ZHNJL=~HRG+ - - 0 2 879 

where we use: 

1 
= - 1’ dx 3x(1 - r)ln(z(l - x)) - l/3 

2 0 
(21) 

This small constant correction is negligible when the logarithm becomes large. i.s~ 

when t,he theory is fine-tuned. 
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How large is the analogous constant correction in the topcolor model? The leading 

large-N contribution to the composite Higgs boson comes from the full planar box 

diagram of Figure (2). One might estimate the constant correction by computing the 

box to leading order in p”/Mi. The full box diagram is both s and t dependent. It 

can be projected onto an 1 = 0 partial wave, corresponding to the Higgs boson Et 

boundstate, by integrating over: 

Al,,, = ; s,” dBA(0) = -; s,-’ d&A(s,t) 

This leads to the following expression for the full box diagram: 

L Mg + O(m;/M;)t 

+ l/Z) - l/24} + $ (~(1 - z)(31n(M;/A’) - 6 

We perform the z integrals to obtain in the limit s > m:: 

Box/,=, = ,;‘; ‘2 ; [M; ++=(M;!P) ~ l/8>] 

(22) 

1 (23) 

(24) 

From this result we see that (1) A IS rigorously identified with MEJ (as opposed, say 

to ~MB) and (2) the full topcolor result for 2~ bos is: 

ZH bo%T = i$ {ln(M/$) - l/4} 

Therefore, we find a very small correction to the RG result: 

(25) 

ZH bos = Zff RC - ii) 5s 
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The effect of a constant correction to 2~ in the operator notation is associated 

with “higher dimension operators” as considered in refs.[5, 61: 

L = ~~ + x~(~‘~~~,t~.)i(tns~b)~ + h.c, (27) 

and we can ask what effect these have on the behavior of ZH in large-N. One finds 

151: 

ZH = ZH RG + $ (-x + x2/8) (28) 

If we identify the constant correction obtained for the box diagram in the topcolor 

scheme with the operator result we obtain: 

1 
xe -- 

8 (29) 

(Of course, the box diagram sums the full infinite series of higher dimension operator 

corrections and should not strictly be associated with x). 

In the fine-tuned scenario (where the logarithm becomes large due to the long 

running over the desert) this has negligible effect on the predictions of BHL for mt 

(or mu), shifting the low energy predictions by < 1.0% as seen in Fig.(Z). In fact, 

we are surprised at how small the result for x is in this scheme, as we might have 

expected x - 1. We thus believe that the issue raised in ref. [S] is not relevant to 

realistic theories leading to an interaction as in eq.(Z). The Higgs boson produced a,(. 

low energies in this model is certainly dynamically generated, since the high energ! 

theory is an asymptotically free ga,ugv theory which contains no funda~menta.l Higps. 

and yet the analysis of [l] applies (though one may always object t,o the fine-tnninel. 
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The higher dimension operator coefficients required in [S] to mutilate the predictions 

of the analysis of [l] are typically - 10, or two orders of magnitude greater than our 

result, and seem to us to be unnaturally large. However, we note that it is possible 

that the interaction of eq.( 1) is g enerated directly at the high energy scale, e.g., as in 

SU(5) where the (5) Higgs can be taken to have strong coupling to the (10) x (10) 

fermion combination, but a large mass - 1Ol5 GeV. In this case the compositeness 

conditions are not implementable, i.e., ZH + 1, corresponding to 1x1 - Bra/N - 10 

as we match onto the fundamental Higgs boson in the theory, and the objection of 

ref.[6] is then valid. Clearly in this case we never have the composite interpretation 

of the low energy Higgs boson. 

The key issue being raised here is the viability of a theory that is strongly coupled 

to drive formation of (QQ), yet d oes not confine because it is spontaneously broken. 

We have limited experience with this mode of a gauge theory, though there is evidently 

nothing in principle wrong with the possibility as the large-N analysis indicates. In 

fact, this possibility is similar to that invoked in recent walking technicolor schemes 

[9]. This demands some reinforcement of intuition by lattice gauge theory analysis. 

While we believe we can treat the theory in a large-N approximation, we have N = 3 

in practice and there may be large corrections. We have shown there is no eviden,ce 

that there are large corrections that modify the analysis of the fine-tuned case [I!. 

Ideally we would like to take M s Tev, and still have an acceptable electromeali 

breaking through the top quark. The la.rge-N a,nal)-sis would suggest, that t,op I)(.,~ 

comes t,oo heavy in this case [l]. Perhaps the full strong dynamics saves us here> giving 
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either a conventional p-parameter result and lower top mass, or an incalculable top 

mass with strong compensating corrections to p (the large-N analysis of [I] says this 

is not the case). As A + 240 GeV the effective Lagrangian description breaks down. 

the Higgs disappears from the low energy spectrum (much like the hadronic 0 state): 

and the top is approximately confined by the SU(3)2 interaction. We expect that 

then the top mass is effectively a constituent quark mass, mt - NM . In such a 

scheme the B colorons will be produced, and presumably also the @ and/or & states 

near the 300 GeV scale. 
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Figure Captions 
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Figure 1: The large-N contribution to 2~ NJL in the NJL model 

Figure 2: The leading large-N contribution to ZHbor in the topcolor 

model. 

Figure 3: The weak dependence of low energy predictions upon the pa- 

rameter (higher dimension operator coefficient) x, where x z -l/S in the 

topcolor model (from W. Bardeen, [S]) Th e solid (dashed) lines are top 

mass (Higgs mass) predictions in pure NJL, and the full renormalization 

group approximations. 
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